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Several continuities are defined for fuzzy topological spaces and charac- 
terizations of these continuities are obtained. It is shown that these continuities 
form a lattice ordered hy implication whose supremum is fuzzy continuity 
and whose i&mum is the continuity of general topology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fuzzy sets were introduced into the literature by Zadeh [14] and subsequently 
fuzzy topological spaces and fuzzy continuity were defined and studied by 
Chang [3]; later studies include Nazaroff [9] and Warren [lo]. Applications to 
control theory, aircraft configuration, strategy optimization, networks and 
systems, etc., may be found among the references. 
Although fuzzy continuity is a natural extension to fuzzy topology of the 
continuity of general topology, one can in various ways construct two fuzzy 
topologies on the unit interval or the real line so that the idcntiy map is not a 
fuzzy homeomorphism, although the fuzzy topologies are equivalent in various 
senses. It would seem that in some mathematical and physical applications, 
fuzzy continuity may be too restrictive. We show in this note that fuzzy con- 
tinuity is the strongest extension of continuity to fuzzy topology. 
It is the purpose of this paper to identify “continuities” for fuzzy topological 
spaces which are intermediate in strength between general continuity and fuzzy 
continuity and which have all the basic continuity properties. In Section 2 we 
define “equivalence space,” “equivalence subspace,” and “equivalence conti- 
nuity” and obtain some preliminary results. In Section 3 we fine several specific 
equivalence continuities by introducing new concepts somewhat similar to the 
support sets of Weiss [12] and the supp L-fuzzy sets of Gantner, Steinlage, and 
Warren [4]. We show that these continuities form a lattice ordered by implication 
whose supremum is fuzzy continuity; we then show that the equivalence 
continuity which is the infimum of this lattice is precisely the continuity of 
general topology. In Section 4, we derive basic characterizations of these con- 
tinuities and also obtain the result that the convergence criterion is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for fuzzy continuity. Some of these results rest on 
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basic assumptions. We obtain sufficient conditions for these assumptions in 
Section 5; we also obtain additional results for continuity restricted to sub- 
spaces. 
For the definitions offuzzy sets and fuzzy topologies, and related definitions, 
see [3], [9], [lo], or [ll]. If A C X, we let &A) denote the characteristic function 
for A defined on X. We sometimes let F-continuity denote fuzzy continuity. 
2. EQUIVALENCE SPACES AND EQUIVALENCE CONTINUITY 
Let X be a set, let I;(X) denote the collection fall fuzzy sets on X, let E be an 
equivalence relation o F(X), let E(X) = {E(a): a E F(X)} denote the collection 
of equivalence classes, and let 8 C E(X). We say & is an equivalence topology 
and (X, 8) is an equivalence space iff E(l), E(0) E 8, {E(a,): 01 E QZ} C 8 implies 
E( V a,) E 8, and E(u), E(b) E 8 imply E(u A 6) e 8. The classes of& are open and 
a class E(u) is closed iff E(l - u) is an open class. Every fuzzy topological space 
is an equivalence space. 
Let X and Y be sets, let E and E’ be equivalence relations onF(X) and F( Y), 
respectively, et6 C E(X) and 6’ C E’(Y) b e e q uivalence topologies on X and 
Y, respectively, and let f : X-t Y. Now f induces (well-defined) maps 
f :F(X)+F(Y) and f-l: F(Y) +F( Y) defined respectively b f(u) (y) = 
V{u(x): x E f-l(y)} and f-l(b) (x) = b(f (x)) (see [3], [9], or [lo] for the pro- 
perties of these maps). We say f is a reciprocal map iff for each b E F(Y), 
‘(f-t(b)) E E’(b) and for each a EF(X), ‘-l(f (a)) E E(a). Now f induces maps 
(not necessarily well-defined) f :E(X) --f E’(Y) and c-1: E’(Y) --) E(X) defined, 
respectively, b  f (E(u)) = E’(f (a)) and f -‘(E’(b)) = E(f -l(b)). If each of these 
maps is well-defined, f is an equivalence map. We say f is equivazence continuous 
iff is an equivalence map and E’(b) E 8’ implies f -l(E’(b)) E 6. Equivalence 
open map, closed map, and homeomorphism are defined analogously. The 
following is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The composition of equivalence continuous maps is equi- 
vaZence continuous. 
Let X be a set, let T be a fuzzy topology on X, and let E be an equivalence 
relation on F(X). Then ET = {E(u): a E T} is an equivalence topology on X. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces, let 
El , Ez , Ei , and E; be equivalence relations defined on F(X), F(X), F(Y), and 
F(Y), respectively, such that E,(u) C E,(u) for each a E F(X), and let f : X - Y. 
If f is an equivalence map of (X, E,T) into (Y, E;T’) and an equivuZence continuous 
map of (X, E,T) into (Y, EiT’), then f is un equivalence continuous map of 
(X, E,T) into (Y, E;T’). Thus each fuzzy continuous map which is un equi- 
valence map is equivalence continuous. 
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Proof. Let E;(b) E E;T’. Then E,(f -l(b)) E E,T implies there is a E T such 
that E,(f -l(6)) = E,(a). So f-l(b) E E,(a) C El(a), which implies E,(f-l(b)) =
E,(a) E E,T. The second assertion follows from the first. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, ET) and (Y, E’T’) be equivalence spaces and let 
f : X-t Y. Consider the following statements: 
(1) f is equivalence continuous; 
(2) for each closed class E’(b) in (Y, E’T’), f -l(E’(b)) is a closed class ila 
(X ET); 
(3) if B’ is a basis for T’ (see [9]), then for each b E B’, f-‘(E’(b)) E ET; 
(4) for each E’(b) E E’T’, there is E(a) E ET such that f(E(a)) = E’(b); 
(5) f is an equivalence open map; 
(6) if B is a basis for T, then for each a E B, f(E(a)) E E’T’; 
(7) for each a E T, there is b E T’ such that E(a) = f -l(E’(b)); 
(8) f is an equivalence homeomorphism; 
(9) f is one-to-one, equivalence continuous, and equivalence open; and 
(10) f is one-to-one, equivalence continuous, and equivalence closed. 
Then the following statements hold: 
I. (2) implies (33); 
II. if f is an equivalence map, then (I)-(3) ape equivalent and (5) and (6) 
are equivalent; 
III. if f is an equivalence map and a reciprocal map, then (l)-(4) are equi- 
valent and (5)-(7) are equivalent. 
IV. (8)-( IO) aye equivalent. 
Proof. (2) implies (3) follows from the identities fm~l(l - 6) = 1 -f-l(b) 
and a = 1 - (1 - a). To establish II, we supposef is an equivalence map; then 
(1) iff (2) follows from the identity f-‘(1 - b) ~2 1 -f-l(b), (3) implies (1) 
follows from the identity f -l(Vb,) = Vf --‘(b,), (5) implies (6) is immediate, and 
(6) implies (5) follows from the identity f(Va,) = Vf (a,). To establish (III), we 
suppose f is both an equivalence and a reciprocal map; then (3) implies (4) 
follows from the identity f ‘( Vb,) : : Vf -l(b,), (4) implies (1) is immediate, 
(6) implies (7) follows from the identity f (Va,) r: Vf(a,), and (7) implies (5) 
is immediate. Finally, IV follows from II. 
Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space, let E be an equivalence relation on 
F(X), let A C X, and let TA be the subspace fuzzy topology on A (see [IO]). If 
a EF(A), let a* EF(X) such that u*(x) = a(x) if .I’ E A and a*(s) = 0 if .v $ A. 
Define an equivalence relation EA on F(A) by b E E,(a) iff b* E E(a*) for fuzzy 
sets a, b EF(A). It follows that EAT,, is an equivalence topology on A and 
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(A, EA TA) is called the equivalence subspate of (X, ET). We say A is E-consistent 
if for each a, b EF(X), b E E(a) implies b AJ(A) E E(a A p(A)). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an E-consistent subset of X and let (A, EATA) be the 
equivalence subspace of (X, ET). If f is an equivalence continuous map of [(X, ET) 
into (Y, E’T’), then 
(1) f 1 A is an equivalence continuous map of (A, EATA) into (Y, E’T’); and 
(2) f is an equivalence continuous map of (X, ET) onto (f(X), E&T;,x,). 
Proof. To prove (1) we observe f 1 A = f 0 i, where i: A -+ X is the injection. 
By Proposition 2.1 and the fact that i is fuzzy continuous, we need only show i 
is an equivalence map of (A, EATA) into (X, ET). Let a EF(A). Then b E E,,,(a) 
implies b* E E(a*) = E(i(a)). So i: E,(A) + E(X) is well-defined. Now let 
a EF(X). Then b E E(a) implies b A p(A) E E(a A p(A)), or (b 1 A)* E E((a 1 A)*). 
So b 1 A E E,(a j A). But i-l(b) = b / A and i-l(u) = a / A imply i-l(b) E
EA(i-l(a)). Thus i-l: E(X) --f E,(A) is well-defined. 
To prove (2), we first show f is an equivalence map of (X, ET) into 
(Y, E~txjT;cxJ. Let a EF(X) and let b E E(a). Then f(b) E E’(f(a)). We also 
have f(a) = (f(a))* and f(b) = (f(b))*. Thus (f(b))* E E’((f (a))*). Hence 
f (6) E Eio,(f (a)). Now let a EF(f (X)) and let b E E&,(a). Then b* E ,??‘(a*) and 
so f -l(b*) E E(f -l(a*)). We also have f -l(u) = (f-l(a))* and f -l(b) = (f-l(b))*. 
Thus f-l(b) E E(f -l(a)). To show f is equivalence continuous, let a E T;,,, . 
Then a = a’ A p(f(X)) where a’ E T’. It follows that f-l(a) = f -‘(a’) A
f -+(f (X))) = f ml(u’) A p(X) = f -‘(a’). Thus E(f -‘(a)) = E(f -l(u’)). Now 
E(f-‘(a’)) E ET implies that if E;,,,(b) E E;,,,Tj,,, then f -‘(E&,(b)) E ET. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A LATTICE OF EQUIVALENCE CONTINUITIES 
Let X be a set and let a be a fuzzy set on X. We define several sets and col- 
lections of sets as follows: the chuvacteristic set of a, C(a) = {x: u(x) > 0); the 
zero set of a, Z(a) = {x: a(x) = O}; th e unit set of a, I(a) = {x: u(x) = I}; the 
zero collection of a, %(a) = {SC X: A {a(x): .r E S} = O}; and the unit col- 
lection of a, 9(a) = {S C X: V { a x : x E S} = I}. We define the following ( ) 
equivalence relations on F(X): b E E,(a) iff C(a) = C(b), b E E,(a) iff 3(u) = 
S’(b), b E E3(a) iff 1(u) = I(b), b E E,(a) iff Y(u) = 9(b) and for i E {I, 2) and 
j E {3,4} Eij(U) = E,(U) n Ed. We say E,(U) < E,(b) iff C(U) C C(b), E,(a) < 
E,(b) iff Z(u) 3 5?‘(b), etc., E13(u) < E13(b) iff C(a) C C(b) and I(a) C Z(b), etc. 
The relation < is a partial ordering for each E. 
Let E be any of the relations defined above. We say a net of classes {E(u,)} 
is eventually contained in a class E(u) iff there is an index p such that LY > /3 
implies E(aJ < E(a). Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space. The equivalence 
topology ET is an E-topology and (X, ET) is an E-space. We say E(u) E ET is an 
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E-&d of E(b) iff E(b) < E(a), E(a) is an E-nbhd of b iff E(a) is an E-nbhd of 
E(b), and E(a) is an E-nbhd of x E X iff E(a) is an E-nbhd of ~({x}). The net 
of classes {E(u,)} converges to the class E(u,) iff each E-nbhd of E(Q) eventually 
contains {E(a,)}, and the net of points {x~} converges to x,, iff the net of classes 
PWJN converges to &&H. 
Let (X, T) and (Y, 7”) be fuzzy topological spaces, let E be any of the relations 
defined above, and let f: X---f Y. We say f is an E-map [E-reciprocal map, 
E-continuous mup] iff is an equivalence map [a reciprocal map, equivalence 
continuous map, respectively] of (X, ET) into (Y, ET’). Analogous definitions 
can be given for E-open, E-closed, and E-homeomouphism. We say f is an E-mono- 
tone map iff is an E-map, E(u), E(b) E E(X) and E(a) < E(b) imply f (E(u)) < 
f(E(b)), and E(u), E(b) E E(Y) implies f-‘(E(u)) <f -‘(E(b)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces and let 
f : X + Y be un E-map for each relation dejined above. Consider the following 
statements: 
(1) f is E,-continuous; 
(13) f is E,,-continuous; 
(14) f is E,,-continuous; 
(2) f is E,-continuous; 
(23) f is E,,-continuous; 
(24) f is E,,-continuous; and 
(3) f is F-continuous. 
The following conclusions hold: 
I. (3) implies (24), (24) implies each of (23) and (14), (23) implies (2), (2) 
implies (I), (14) implies (13) and (13) implies (1); and 
II. only the implications stated OY implied by I are valid. 






1t % 11 
E,-continuity E,,-continuity 
E,-continuity 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Conclusion of I follows from Proposition 2.2. To 
establish II, we introduce the following three examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. X = [0, + co), Y = [0, 11, 
EXAMPLE 2. X = Y = [0, I], T = (0, 1, u(x) = x}, T' = (0, 1, b(x) = x/2}, 
f(x) = x. 
EXAMPLE 3. X, Y, and f are as in Example 1. 
T= O,l,a,(x)= I I 0, x$N 0, n/(n + 11, I HEN ’ %W = 1 I, 
T'= 0, l,b(x) = 1;’ I x<l 7 x=1. I 
All the assertions ofII follow from these examples, e.g., (1) does not imply (2) 
follows from Example 1, (1) does not imply (13) follows from Example 2, (13) 
does not imply (14) follows from Example 3, (24) does not imply (3) follows 
from Example 2, etc. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space. Then T induces a 
topology 5 on X, where 9 = {C(a): a E T}. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces, let (X, 9) 
and (Y, 9-l) be the induced topological spaces, and let f: X + Y. Then f is an 
E,-continuous map of (X, E,T) into (Y, E,T’) iff is a continuous map of (X, F) 
into (Y, 9’). 
Proof. To prove necessity, let F’E 9’. Now V = C(b), where b E T’, SO 
f-‘(V) = f -l(C(b)) = C(f -l(b)). S’ mce E1( f -l-(b)) E E,T, f-l(V) EF. Con- 
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cerning sufficiency, we have f is an Et-map (Theorem 5.1). If b E T’, then 
$y(b)) = C(f-l(b)). Now C(b) E F’ implies C(f-t(b)) E F. Thus E,(f-t(b)) E
1' 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF EQUIVALENCE CONTINUITIES 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X be a set, let a, b E F(X), and let E be any of the 
relations dejked above. Then a < b implies E(a) < E(b). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces, let 
f: X + Y, and let statements (l)-(4) be those of Theorem 2.1 stated for E = E’ 
equals any of the relations de$ned in Section 3. Then f is an E-map implies (l)-(3) 
are equivalent, and f is an E-map and an E-reciprocal map implies (l)-(4) are 
equivalent. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces and let 
f : X + Y be an E-monotone map for each of the above relations. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is E-continuous: 
(2) for each class E(a,) and each net of classes {E(a,)} converging to E(a,), 
the net {f (E(a,))} converges to f (E(a,)); 
(3) for each a E F(X) and each E-nbhd E(b) off (a), there is an E-nbhd E(n) 
of a such that f (E(n)) < E(b); 
(4) statement (3) above, except that in addition E(n) = f ml(E(b)). 
Proof. We observe that f is an E-map. To show (1) implies (2), let E(b) 
be an E-nbhd off (E(a,)). The E- monotonicity off and (I ) imply f -l(E(b)) is 
an E-nbhd of f -l(f(E(aJ)) and hence of E(a,). Thus f ml(E(b)) eventually 
contains {E(a,)}. The E-monotonicity of f implies E(b) eventually contains 
{f(E(a,))}, and so {f(E(uo))} converges to f(E(a,)). To show (2) implies (3), 
assume (3) is not true. Then there is a, E F(X) and an E-nbhd E(b,,) off (a,,) 
such that for each E-nbhd E(n) of a,, f (E(n)) $ E(b,). Clearly {E(n)} may be 
viewed as a net which converges to E(a,), but {f E(n))} does not converge to 
f(E(a,)), so (2) is not true. To show that (3) implies (4), let a E F(X) and let E(b) 
be an E-nbhd off (a). Let E(a’) = f -‘(E(b)), where a’ E F(X). The E-mono- 
tonicity off and Proposition 4.1 imply E(a) <fpl(f (E(a))) <f -‘(E(b)) = E(a’) 
and f (E(a’)) = f (f -‘(E(b))) < E(b). Now (3) implies that there is an E-nbhd 
E(n) of a’ such that f (E(n)) < E(b); E( n 1s a so an E-nbhd of a. We note that ) 1 
E(a’) < E(n) and f (E(n)) < E(b) imply that E(n) <f -l(f (E(n))) <f -l(E(b)) =
E(u’) < E(n), so that f -l(E(b)) = E(n). To show that (4) implies (I), let E(b) E 
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ET’. Thenf-l(E(b)) = E( ) h a w ere a EF(X). Now f(E(a)) < E(b), so that E(b) 
is an E-nbhd off(E(a)). By (4) there is an E-nbhd E(n) of E(a) such thatf(E(n)) 
< E(b) and E(n) = f-l(E(b)), hence f-‘(E(b)) E ET. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces and let 
f : X -+ Y. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is E,-continuous; 
(2) for each x0 E X and each net of points {xJ converging to x,, the net of 
points (f(xJ> converges to f(xo); 
(3) for each x E X and each Er-nbhd E,(b) off(x), there is an Er-bnhd E(n) 
ofx such thutf(E,(n)) < E,(b); and 
(4) statement (3) above, except that in addition E,(n) =f-l(E,(b)). 
Proof. Observing that any map is an Er-map (Theorem 5.1) we may con- 
struct a proof almost identical tothat of Theorem 4.2. A more efficient way 
would be to use Proposition 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and invoke the theorems of 
general topology. In either case the proof is left o the reader. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces and let 
f: X + Y. Then th e 0 f 11 owing statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is F-continuous; 
(2) for each a, EF(X) and each net of fuzzy sets {ud} converging to a, , the 
net (f (a,)} converges to f (a&; 
(3) for each a E F(X) and each fuzzy-nbhd b off (a), there is a fuzzy-nbhd 
n of a such that f (n) < 6; 
(4) statement (3) above, except that in addition = f -l(b). 
Proof. The proof of (1) implies (2) has been given by Chang [3]. The 
remainder of the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4.2 and is left o 
reader. 
Remark. Results imilar to and/or corollary tothe above theorems may be 
stated for E-open maps, E-homeomorphisms, F-open maps, and F-homeo- 
morphisms. 
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR E-MONOTONICITY AND E-RECIPROCITY; 
E-CONSISTENCY 
THEOREM 5. I. Let X, Y be sets and let X + Y. If E = El , E4 , or El4 , then 
f is un E-monotone map. 
Proof. To obtain the conclusion for E = E, , we must first show f is an Er- 
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map. Let a EF(X) and b EF(Y). We claimf(C(a)) = C(f(a)) andf-l(C(b)) =
C(f-l(6)). The first claim holds since u(x) > 0 iff V{a(z): z ef-‘(f(x))} > 0 iff 
f(u) (f(x)) > 0. The second claim is left o the reader. Thatf: E,(X) -+ E,(Y) 
is well-defined follows from the first claim, and thatf-1: Ei( Y) + E,(X) is well- 
defined follows from the second claim. Now let El(u), E,(b) E E,(X) such that 
E,(u) < E,(b). Then !($(a)) = Ei(f(u)) < E,(f(b)) =f(E,(b)). In a similar 
way it follows that if El(u), E,(b) E E1( Y) such that E,(u) < E,(b), thenf-‘(E,(u)) 
G f -YJwN* 
We now let E = E4 and show f is an &-map. Let a, b EF(X) such that 
b E E,(u). Then 9(u) = 9(b). Letting S C Y, we have S E 3(1(u)) iff V{j(u) (y): 
y E S} = 1 iff V{ V{u(x): x of-l(y)}: y l S} = 1 iff V{u(x): x EJC-l(S)} = 1 iff 
V{b(x): x Ef-l(S)} = 1 iff ... iff SE 9(f(b)). Thus f: E,(X) -+ E,(Y) is well- 
defined. Now let a, b EF( Y) such that b E E,(u) and letting S C X, we have 
S E .Y(f-l(u)) iff V{f-l(u) (x): x 6 S} = 1 iff V{a(f(x)): x E S} = 1 iff 
V{u(y): y Ed} = 1 iff V{b(y): y Ed} = 1 iff ... iff SE 9(f-‘(6)). Thus 
f-l: E,,(Y) ---f E4(X) is well-defined. The arguments used above show that a, 
b EF(X) and s(u) C 9(b) imply 9(f(u)) C y(f(b)), and a, b EF(Y) and 
9(u) C y(6) imply J(f-r(u)) C $(f-l(b)). Thusf is an E,-monotone map. 
Sincef is both an E,-monotone map and an E,-monotone map, it follows thatf 
is an E,,-monotone map. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X, Y be sets and let f: X-t Y. Consider the following 
statements: 
(1) for each a EF(X) and for each y E Y, V{u(x): x E f-‘(y)} = 1 implies 
there is x,, E f-l(y) such that u(q) = 1; and 
(2) for each a EF(X), f OY each y C Y, and for each T E (0, 11, V{u(x): x E 
f-l(y)} = r implies there is x0 E f-l(y) such that a(~,,) = r. 
The following conclusions hold: 
I. (1) implies f is an E,-monotone map and hence an E,,-monotone map; and 
II. (2) implies f is an E,-monotone map and hence an E,,-monotone map and 
an ES,-monotone map. 
PYOO~. To prove I we observe that f-t: E,(Y) -+ ES(X) is well-defined 
independently of (1). Now assuming (l), let a, b EF(X) and suppose Z(u) = 
Z(b). Then f(b) (y) = 1 iff ‘V{b(x): x Ef -l(y)} = 1 iff b(x,) = 1 for some 
x0 Ef -l(y) iff a(~,) = 1 f or some .q,~f-l(y) iff ... iff f(u) (y) = 1. Thus 
I(f (a)) = I(f (b)) and hence f: ES(X) + E,(Y) is well-defined. The arguments 
used above show that a, b E F(X) and Z(u) C Z(b) imply I(f (u)) C I(f (b)), and 
(I, bE F( Y) and (a) C Z(b) imply Z( f -l(u)) C Z(f -l(b)). Thus f is an Es-monotone 
map. That f is an Era-monotone map follows from the above and Theorem 5.1. 
To prove II we observe that f-l: E,(Y) -E,(X) is well-defined independ- 
ently of (2). Now assuming (2), let a, b E F(X), let 3(u) C 2”(b), and let S C Y 
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such that S E %“(f(a)). Then 0 = A{ V{u(x): x E f-l(y)}: y E S} 3 A(u{x): x E 
f-l(S)}. Thus f-‘(y)S E Z(u) C Z(6) which implies 0 = h(b(x,): y E S> 
= A(V{b(x): x E f-“(y)>: y E S}. Hence S E Z(f(6)) and %“(f(u)) C Z(f(b)). 
Similarly, Z(u) 3 3?(b) implies %“(f(b)) C Z(f(u)). So f : E,(X) + E,(Y) iswell- 
defined. The arguments used above show that f is an Ea-monotone map. That f 
is an ,!?a,-monotone map and an &,-monotone map follows from the above, I, 
and Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X, Y be sets and let f: X-t Y. Consider the following 
statements where f is assumed onto: 
(1) if xl E X and a EF(X), there is T > 0 such that f (x1) = f(xz) implies 
U(%) < +x1); 
(2) if a cF(X), there is r > 0 such that x1 , x2 E X, undf (x1) = f (xx) implies 
U(%) < ra(x,); 
(3) if a EF(X), x1 , xg E X, f (x1) = f (x,), and u(xI) = 1, then u(x*) = 1. 
(4) statement (3) with “1” replaced by “Y." 
The following conclusions hold: 
I. (1) implies f is an E,-reciprocal map; 
II. (2) implies f is an E,-reciprocal map; 
III. (3) and condition (1) of Th eorem 5.2 imply f is an ES-reciprocal map; and 
IV. (4) and condition (1) of Theorem 5.2 imply is un E,-ren’procul map. 
Proof. To prove I, we observe because of (1) that f -*(, (a)) E E,(u) for each 
a EF(X). If f is onto, then letting bEF(Y), we have V{b(f (x): x E f -l(y) 
# $} > 0 iff b(y) > 0. It follows that C(f (f -l(b)) = C(b) and hence f (f -l(b)) E
E,(b). To prove II let u EF(X). Nowf -l(f (a)) (x) > u(x), so that %“(f -l(f (u))) C
Z(u). Assuming (2) we have f -l(f (u)) (x) = V{u(z): x E f -l(f (zc))} < ru(x), 
so that 2”(u) C .3(, -‘(f(u)). Thus f -l(f (a)) E E,(u). We also have that 
%“(f (f W)) = %“(b) exactly as in the proof of I. Thus f (f -l(b)) E E,(b). The 
proofs of III and IV are straightforward and similar to that of II. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let X, Y be sets and let f : X -+ Y such that f is finite-to-one. 
For each relation E above, f is an E-monotone map. If f is bijective, then f is an 
E-reciprocal map. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let X be a set, let A C X, and let E be any of the above relu- 
tions. Then A is E-consistent. Furthermore, E,(A) = E(A). 
Proof. To prove A is &-consistent, we observe that if C(u) = C(b), then 
C(b) n C(p(A)) = C(a) n C(p(A)), which implies C(6 A p(A)) = C(u A &A)). 
To prove A is &consistent, assume 3(u) = 3(b) and let SC X such that 
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SE b(b A p(A)). If S - A # 4, th en immediately S E Z(a A p(A)). If S C A, 
then b = b A p(A) and a = a A p(A) on S implies SE Z(b) = %0(a), and so 
S E %(u A ~(a)). Thus b(b A p(A)) C a(u A p(A)). Similarly a(a A p(A)) C 
b(b A p(A)). That A is Ea-consitent isimmediate. To prove A is &-consistent, 
assume Y(u) = .9(b) and let SC X such that SE 4(6 A p(A)). Then S n A 
from which it follows as above that SE Y(a A p(A)). Similarly Y(a A p(A)) C 
9(b A p(A)). That A is E-consistent for the other relations follows from the 
above. 
To prove E,.,(A) = E(A), we must show that given a, 6 EI;(A), bE EA(u) iff 
b* E E(u*). This follows for E = Er since C(a) = C(6) iff C(u*) = C(b*). For 
E = E, , suppose Z(u) = Z(b) and let SE %(a*). Whether S- A # $ or 
S C A, it follows that SE Z’(“(b*). Similarly 3(6*) C a(~*). In the same way, 
%“(u*) = 3(6*) implies a(u) = Z(6). The proof for E = E3 or E = E4 is 
equally straightforward. The conclusion for the other relations follows from the 
above. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let (X, T) and (Y, T’) be fuzzy topological spaces, let 
A C X, let f: X -+ Y, and let E be any of the equivalence relations de$ned above 
on F(X). If f is E-continuous, then 
(1) f j A is an E-continuous map of (A, ET,) into (Y, ET’); and 
(2) f is an E-continuous map of (X, ET) onto (f(X), ET;,,,). 
Proof. This is a corollary ofTheorems 2.2 and 5.4. 
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